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Students Become Ambassadors for GCC

Projects proposed by GCC’s new newspaper, orientation video, and Ambassadors were chosen from events. The ten GCC Student focuses on leadership and knowl-
campus. Student Ambassadors applicants last winter and prepared edge of GCC (history, student
The course is co-taught by Special Ambassadors were asked to propose a way to meet that need. Students are unaware of the new
Kelandra Hurd said, “All of the

ambassadors helpful and students helping
our community. I am in awe of the ways in which the students in the first Ambassador course see themselves serving the College.”

Along with the more obvious tour guiding or speaking about the College, Student Ambassadors take on many roles on campus. Kelandra wrote a letter to prospective

expected GCC graduation: 2014

Age: 17

Message to GCC students considering applying to be a Student Ambassador: Apply to be a Student Ambassador, especially if you don’t see yourself as a leader. Before becoming an Ambassador, I didn’t really see myself as a leader because the only definition I had of the word “leader” did not fit how I presented myself. I think our definition of leadership needs to be redefined to include quiet people, because even quiet people have something to say and sometimes they make the most important contributions. I believe this program will help promote community bonding that can lead to true democracy.
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Message to GCC students considering applying to be a Student Ambassador: It’s not only about learning how to represent GCC; it is a great way to learn how to lead GCC is structured and where to find beneficial resources. It is about learning how to reach your own goals by reaching out to the proper resources. The Student Ambassadors program builds community and helps you to become more creative and responsive to new ideas as well as help others learn how to become leaders themselves. I believe this program will help promote community bonding that can lead to true democracy.
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Message to GCC students considering applying to be a Student Ambassador: It’s not only about learning how to represent GCC; it is a great way to learn how to lead GCC is structured and where to find beneficial resources. It is about learning how to reach your own goals by reaching out to the proper resources. The Student Ambassadors program builds community and helps you to become more creative and responsive to new ideas as well as help others learn how to become leaders themselves. I believe this program will help promote community bonding that can lead to true democracy.

Jasper Kearsley, Kia Burton

GCC-sanctioned event. He used
talents students bring to GCC are
forms, not just being the big shining
in student leadership and knowl-
work. We encourage students to talk with us about how the Ambassador program might fit their interests and skills. Involvement in the Ambassador program is a great way to strengthen resumes and applica-
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Message to GCC students considering applying to be a Student Ambassador: It’s not only about learning how to represent GCC; it is a great way to learn how to lead GCC is structured and where to find beneficial resources. It is about learning how to reach your own goals by reaching out to the proper resources. The Student Ambassadors program builds community and helps you to become more creative and responsive to new ideas as well as help others learn how to become leaders themselves. I believe this program will help promote community bonding that can lead to true democracy.
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Message to GCC students considering applying to be a Student Ambassador: Apply to be a Student Ambassador, especially if you don’t see yourself as a leader. Before becoming an Ambassador, I didn’t really see myself as a leader because the only definition I had of the word “leader” did not fit how I presented myself. I think our definition of leadership needs to be redefined to include quiet people, because even quiet people have something to say and sometimes they make the most important contributions. I believe this program will help promote community bonding that can lead to true democracy.
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Message to GCC students considering applying to be a Student Ambassador: It’s not only about learning how to represent GCC; it is a great way to learn how to lead GCC is structured and where to find beneficial resources. It is about learning how to reach your own goals by reaching out to the proper resources. The Student Ambassadors program builds community and helps you to become more creative and responsive to new ideas as well as help others learn how to become leaders themselves. I believe this program will help promote community bonding that can lead to true democracy.
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